Gaza up close
More than 40% unemployment; extended blackouts; severe shortages of clean water and classrooms;
limited economic opportunities; a very young, educated population with immense potential, and a
closure that undermines progress. This is life in Gaza today

Introduction
Many Israelis believe that with the implementation of the disengagement plan in 2005, Israel has
unburdened itself of Gaza and no longer bears responsibility for what happens there. The reality is that
Israel still denies sea and air access to Gaza and controls all but one of its land border crossings, Rafah.
Israel takes it upon itself to screen and sort all goods shipped into Gaza and demands to know the
purpose of the goods, who receives them and who pays for them. Israel decides what goods produced in
Gaza can be sold outside the Strip, how much, when and where. This is not disengagement; this is
remote (but not too remote) control.

How did we get here?
On September 11, 2005, Israel removed its last remaining troops from inside the Strip. In 2007, after
Hamas took control of the Strip, Israel’s security cabinet declared Gaza a “hostile entity” and severely
tightened restrictions on movement for its residents. Entry of goods was reduced to the bare minimum
required to stave off a humanitarian crisis; export of goods outside Gaza was fully banned; severe
restrictions were imposed on the entry of fuel, and travel between Gaza and the West Bank and Israel,
which was already limited, was even further restricted.
Over the years, a doctrine the military refers to as the “separation policy” was developed. The idea is to
sever Gaza from the West Bank, to obstruct contact between the two parts of the Palestinian territory,
which, were not only meant to make up the Palestinian state according to international resolutions and
agreements, but also share the same language, culture, and economy, as well as family ties. Security
officials have said that the purpose of the separation policy is to put pressure on Hamas and help the
Palestinian Authority, but in practice, the policy harms civilians - for instance, Gaza’s civil society
organizations. Students from Gaza cannot study in West Bank universities, medical teams, academics
and technical experts cannot travel between the two parts of the territory, not even for seminars and
training. Families cannot reunite except in the most exigent of circumstances, such as a wedding, or a
death or terminal illness in the family. Even then, only first-degree relatives are eligible to apply for a
permit.
Some restrictions have been lifted or changed over the years (details below) but the principle remains
the same, despite the fact that the restrictions have clearly failed to achieve their original goal of
“toppling Hamas” or preventing rocket fire on Israeli communities. What the restrictions have done is
unravel conditions on the ground to the point that, as a United Nations report has said, without
immediate, massive mobilization, Gaza will become uninhabitable by 2020.

Movement of people
First of all, people
Currently, only two crossings are used for pedestrian travel into and out of Gaza – Rafah, into Egypt, and
Erez, into Israel. When Rafah Crossing is closed, as it has been most of the time since the summer of
2013, Erez Crossing, controlled by Israel, is Gaza’s only gateway to the outside world. It is also the
shortest route to the West Bank.
Only 14,000 exits by Palestinians have been recorded at Erez monthly in 2016 – compared to more than
half a million exits in the months preceding the Second Intifada in 2000. Passage through Erez Crossing is
subject to Israeli security clearance and interpretation of a narrow and fluid list of criteria for travel.
Since the beginning of 2016, the criteria have become increasingly more arbitrary. Hundreds of
residents who have received permits and ostensibly have been cleared for travel are still denied passage
upon arrival at Erez Crossing. Thousands are told that their permits have been denied due to a “security
block”, with no further explanation. This happens also to merchants who have traveled back and forth
between Gaza and Israel for years, making purchases in Israel. Figures released by the Coordinator of
Government Activities in the Territories (COGAT) show a drop in the rate of affirmative responses to
permit applications from 80% in 2014 to 46% in 2016.
Ordinarily, passage is granted to merchant permit holders, medical patients and the people
accompanying them, a weekly quota of worshippers traveling to Jerusalem and “exceptional
humanitarian cases”. That is it.

Why not travel through Egypt?
The Gaza-Egypt border crossing point is Rafah Crossing. As recently as after the fall of the Mubarak
regime in 2011 and until mid-2013, Rafah served as a major point of access for Gaza residents. It was
open fairly regularly, with some 40,000 exits and entries recorded each month. This changed in July
2013, following a transition of power to the government of President Abdel Fattah al Sisi. Since then, the
crossing has been closed most of the time. Throughout 2015, Rafah Crossing was open on a total of just
32 days, and the monthly average number of exits and entries recorded was 2,396.
Rafah’s closure enhanced Israel’s responsibility: Where students were previously able to travel to
universities abroad through Rafah, they now depend on permits from Israel to travel abroad via Israel
and Jordan. Former Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon put it this way in 2015: ““The Gaza Strip of today is
dependent on the State of Israel. The route from Egypt has been closed, including the tunnels. Gaza’s
outlet to the world is through us”.

Movement of goods
Items are dual-use, control is a one-way street
Gaza’s only active commercial crossing is Kerem Shalom, located in the south of the Strip, and fully
controlled by Israel. From the time the closure was imposed in 2007 and until the Mavi Marmara flotilla
incident of 2010, Israel had a long list of goods it banned from entering Gaza. It included coriander,
toilet paper, toys, and chocolate, to name a few. As a matter of fact, the list, which was never officially
released, listed the items permitted for entry. Everything else was banned. Israel currently allows most
goods to enter Gaza but severely limits, and in some cases bans, the entry of items it defines as dualuse, that is, items that Israel believes can also be used for military purposes. The list is long, and vague.
It includes items such as medical equipment, communications equipment and wood planks. The harm
the list does to industry impedes Gaza’s chances of economic recovery or development.
The dual-use list also contains basic construction materials, such as cement and steel, which Israel says
can be used for building tunnels. Cement and steel currently enter Gaza almost exclusively through a
mechanism for coordinating entry of building materials and goods agreed upon by Israel and the
Palestinian Authority with UN monitoring, and established according to Israel’s conditions after
Operation Protective Edge (Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism (GRM)).
Israel approves all major building plans in the Gaza Strip, as well as the list of suppliers, distributors and
contractors who are cleared for participation in the GRM. When Israel deems a detail out of line, it can
suspend the entry of construction materials and cancel permits given to, for instance, merchants or
brick factory owners.

A crucial element for economic development
Toward the end of 2014, Israel announced it would remove one of the most restrictive economic
sanctions imposed on the Gaza Strip – the ban on selling Gaza made goods in the West Bank. In
November 2014, for the first time in seven years, a truck carrying goods from Gaza made its way to
Hebron. It was followed by wood, textile and produce from Gaza that were shipped out to West Bank
markets. In March 2015, for the first time in eight years, Israel also permitted the sale of tomatoes and
eggplants from Gaza in its own territory, for the duration of the year of shmita, a Jewish practice
whereby Jewish-owned land is meant to lay fallow for a year and other markets must be tapped for
agricultural produce. Approval for exit of goods remained in place after shmita was over, but the
selection of produce cleared for sale in Israel was not expanded.
Until 2007, Israel and the West Bank were the natural destination markets for Gaza-produced goods
with 85% of Gaza’s outgoing goods sold in these areas. After 2007, Israel allowed Gaza goods to be
exported abroad only, and just a handful of trucks departed Gaza every month, usually as part of
subsidized projects. The loss of access to its natural markets was one of the major contributors to Gaza’s
economic paralysis, for the collapse of businesses and for the high rate of unemployment, which, in
turn, resulted in significant dependency on humanitarian aid.
Sales outside the Strip are far from satisfactory despite these changes. The volume of sales remains
small and economy activity still halting. There are obstacles that continue to stand in the way of
profitability and prevent the inclusion of more people in the economy but it still symbolizes hope shared

by many in Gaza and in the international community that recovery was perhaps on the way. That
prospect, two years later, is still far from being fulfilled. From the time the closure was imposed in June
2007, until the end of 2014, an average of 14.7 trucks left Gaza every month. The monthly average for
the first eight months of 2016 was more than 160 trucks. Nonetheless, exit of goods from Gaza still
stands at only 16% of what it was prior to 2007.

Land, sea and air
Israeli control of the Gaza Strip does not end with the commercial and pedestrian land crossings. Israel
also controls Gaza’s sea and air space, as well as a “buffer zone” it established inside the Gaza Strip. This
“buffer zone”, also known as the Access Restricted Area (ARA) stretches 300 meters into Gaza from its
border with Israel. Israeli officials say farmers are permitted to advance to a distance of about 100
meters from the border, subject to prior coordination. Gisha has found no evidence that such
coordination is, in fact, available. Israeli control over the vicinity of the parameter fence extends beyond
just firing on farmers and other civilians who enter it. In late 2015, the IDF confirmed, for the first time,
that it sprays areas close to the Gaza parameter fence with herbicides, to maintain a line of vision. The
spraying harms crops well beyond the official 300 meters of the ARA and with it farmers’ livelihoods. Its
long-term effects on the health of residents and livestock are unknown.
Israel restricts Gaza’s fishing zone to an area stretching up to six nautical miles off the Gaza shoreline, as
of the time of publication. Fishermen deemed to have exceeded the boundaries by Israel’s navy are
shot, their boats are confiscated, and they are sometimes arrested. Fishing off the Gaza coast has
become a hazardous occupation. Overfishing in the small area where Israel has allowed fishing over the
years has depleted fish breeding grounds.
Israel forbids the building of a seaport that would allow movement of people and goods, and prevents
the rebuilding of Gaza’s airport, destroyed in an Israeli air raid in 2001.

The reconstruction challenge
The hostilities during Operation Protective Edge in the summer of 2014 drove half a million people from
their homes. About 100,000 of them had no home to which to return. Nearly 12,000 families remain
without permanent housing to this day (late 2016). More than 150,000 housing units were damaged
during the operation; more than 10,000 were completely destroyed, in addition to hundreds of public
buildings, factories and other businesses.
Despite international mobilization and Israel’s own professed commitment, Gaza’s reconstruction is
progressing slowly. Infrastructure, which was in a terrible state even before the operation, has not been
repaired, and falls far short of a state suitable for life in the 21st century. At best, Gaza residents are

subjected to eight-hour rolling blackouts; have difficulties obtaining clean, potable water and, during
frequent shortages, wait in long lines to buy gas for cooking and heating.
Despite Israeli and international pledges to “rebuild Gaza” after the most recent military operation,
which was the most lethal and destructive to date, restrictions on movement of people and goods and
the shortage of construction materials preclude real reconstruction, at a satisfactory pace – this holds
true for physical reconstruction, economic recovery and human recovery. Gaza’s unemployment rate
has stood, for some time now, above 40%, among the highest in the world. Gaza residents are still
denied opportunities to acquire education or professional training outside the Gaza Strip, to do business
(there are still severe restrictions on sales to Israel and close control over trade with the West Bank),
and certainly to visit family members or do something so basic as travel for personal needs or vacation.
All of this keeps Gaza’s economy in survival mode – opportunities for entrepreneurial activity or
prosperity are scarce. It also confines and constricts Gaza’s population to a reality where big dreams, or
even small ones, cannot be fulfilled.

Gisha’s position
Israel’s substantial control over so many aspects of life in the Gaza Strip means that under international
law, it must facilitate normal life in the Strip, including allowing access for civilians and civilian goods.
Alongside this obligation, Israel has the authority to decide by which routes both people and goods
enter and leave Gaza and to establish reasonable and proportionate security measures to prevent the
transfer of weapons and other military activity. Accordingly, Gisha’s position is that Israel must allow
free movement of people and goods to enable economic growth, opportunities for personal
development and normal family life, subject to individual security inspections.
Israel has a responsibility to allow regular movement of people and goods between Gaza and the West
Bank, which continue to share a single economy, a single education system, a single healthcare system
and countless familial, cultural, business and social ties.

